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A real-time, computer-based system is described which provides

safeguards material control at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

operated by the Union Carbide Nuclear Division for the U. S. Energy

Research and Development Administration (ERDA). Originally installed

in 1972 to provide computerized real-time fissile materials accountability

for criticality control purposes, the system has been expanded to provide

accountability of all source and nuclear materials (SNM) and to utilize

the on-line inventory files in support of the Laboratory physical pro-

tection and surveillance procedures.

The Laboratory is divided for accountability purposes into approxi-

mately 35 Material Balance Areas (MBAs) which are further subdivided

into approximately 84 Material Control Areas (MCAs) based upon the physical

location of the material and the requirements of criticality control.

Data on material transfers across MCA boundaries is entered into a computer

data bank using IBM Model 2740 remote telecommunications terminals connected

by dedicated telephone lines to an IBM 360/370 at a remote location. The

applications software and the on-line teleprocessing interface were

developed by the Computer Sciences Division of Union Carbide Nuclear

Division. The on-line data entry permits immediate checking for syntactical

correctness and verification of input against one or more authority files
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to establish the correctness of such entries as the MBA, the MCA, the

Reporting Information Symbol (RIS), and the criticality approval docu-

ment. If necessary, the operator is prompted to provide additional

data until the transaction informarion is found to be internally con-

sistent, conforms to the criticality safety and security requirements

imposed both on the physical material transfer and on the receiving MCA,

and that it is consistent with the current status of the item being

transferred.

Upon acceptance, each transfer causes two transaction records to be

created in conventional debit/credit form. These then are used to up-date

the Master File to reflect the current status of the items transferred.

This same information is used to up-date the online MCA inventory file

which reflects the current balance in each MCA. For back-up purposes,

a duplicate copy of the transaction entries is stored on an alternate

device until a checkpoint procedure is invoked to copy the master file to

magnetic tape.

Burn-up, isotopic decay and grow-in, and normal operating losses

are handled by the system by using separate accounts, similar to MCA

accounts, to accumulate the values for materials balances adjustment.

The accounts conform to the ERDA conventions as applied to the Nuclear

Materials Information Service (NMIS). Preparation of reports to ERDA

are thus facilitated by utilizing the online transaction and inventory

files.
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Information is available to on-line terminals for any item either

currently in the Laboratory or shipped out within the previous year.

The on-line command DISPLAY causes the current location and status of

a specific item to be displayed at the terminal, while the command TRACE

invokes a listing at the terminal of all transactions involving the item

in question from the date of its original entry into the data base.

The computer program automatically associates two numerical factors

with each item to cheracterize its criticality potential and safeguards

sensitivity. The criticality factor is based on the fissile isotope

content and is utilized by the program in establishing conformance with

the applicable criticality approval documents. In assigning the safeguards

factor, account is taken of the fissile characteristics of the material,

the chemical and physical form, the ease of conversion into weapons device

material and the possible use as a radiological agent.

With appropriate authority, the terminal operator can obtain an inven-

tory of one or more MCAs. The inventory may be restricted to certain

material types, forms, isotopes, etc., or may include all current items.

A terminal is available to the security guard force to obtain real-

time listings of the MCAs in the order of safeguards sensitivity. In

generating this list, each MCA is characterized by a calculated number

which is the sum of the safeguards factors for all of the items in the MCA
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multiplied by an assigned weighting factor which takes account of the

location of the MCA within the Laboratory and its assigned safeguards risk

potential. The resulting list does not indicate the degree of sensitivity

or the kind, nature, or quantity of material in each location but merely

the order of importance with respect to surveillance. Once this list has

been generated, the computer may be further interrogated to produce lists

of MCAs ordered for use in surveillance of the Laboratory. These lists

are generated by mathematically random selection of the MCAs weighted by

the calculated safeguards sensitivity factors. The route of the security

patrol may follow the purely random selection or, optionally, the MCAs to

be visited in a given tour may be randomly selected, then re-ordered to

minimize travel between MCAs.


